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A working-class slice of life from the 1930s, humorously told in
a simple, matter-of-fact style. Structured into episodes, the novel
focuses on character and social comment rather than plot. Suitable
for a whole class read, although the teacher may need to explain
some cultural references, e.g. Woolworths and the Eleven Plus.
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Overview
for
teachers

Context
About the author
A trained illustrator, Eve Garnett was commissioned to sketch children in the slums of London for
Evelyn Sharp’s 1927 book, The London Child. Having come from a comfortable, middle-class
background, she was shocked and appalled by what she saw: the crippling poverty, brutalising squalor
and social inequality. This experience framed her politics and work thereafter. The Family from One
End Street was the most successful and enduring of her novels, winning the Carnegie Medal for
Children’s Literature in 1937, beating Tolkien’s The Hobbit!

What’s the story about?
Struggling to make ends meet, counting every penny, altering clothes many times over for their gang
of seven slightly irrepressible, but charmingly innocent children, Mr and Mrs Ruggles (Dustman and
Washerwoman) are proud of what and who they are - an upright, honest, principled working-class
family - and take pleasure in what they can, when they can.
Episodically structured, the novel begins by humorously depicting Mr and Mrs Ruggles’ relationship
and how they came to name their children. Thereafter, each child has a chapter dedicated to describing
their aspirations, mishaps and (mis)adventures. Lily Rose fantasises about running her own steam
laundry one day, and comically shrinks an artificial silk green petticoat belonging to one of her
mother’s clients. Kate, one of the most intelligent children in the district, wants to be a farmer and
passes her Eleven plus although she almost doesn’t get to go to the grammar school. James, the first
twin, thirsts for adventure, joins a gang and, when it appears adventures aren’t very forthcoming in
Otwell, creates his own, becoming a stowaway for a very, very short time. John, the second twin,
admires and ‘minds’ beautiful motor vehicles, haplessly falling asleep in one to find himself in a
setting very different to his own. Jo loves films, particularly Mickey Mouse cartoons, and will do
anything to go and see one. William, the beautiful baby, narrowly avoids being fed dog biscuits by
his father in an attempt to teethe him prior to a baby show competition. After this, the story moves to
depicting the family as a whole. After being rewarded for his great honesty and decency in handing
in a packet of money he found, Mr Ruggles is finally able to fulfill a long held ambition: to take his
family on their ‘perfect day’ out in London.

Themes to look out for
•
•
•
•

Poverty
Class
Social snobbery
Education
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Literary techniques

Presentation of character is
achieved through
• What the character says
• What the character does
• What other characters say about them
• How other characters react to them
• How they are described in the narrative

Characters
Mr Josiah Ruggles or Old Jo
A well-liked, simple, honest, decent man and a comic character. From the very first page he is defined
immediately by his job, a dustman, and this is referred to several times again in the novel, emphasising
his lower professional position in society. Although he appears to be put-upon by his bossy wife, he
actually gets his own way most of the time. His speech is ever-so-slightly grammatically incorrect,
highlighting a lack of formal education, and Garnett uses this to firmly place him amongst the working
class. Mr Ruggles loves his wife and children, wants the best for them and for them to enjoy life. He
works extra hours to treat them to things or take them to places, but he will not take money that is not
his. Amongst the mayhem of his lively family, he manages to take refuge in his daydreams, aspiring
one day to own a pig.

Mrs Rosie Ruggles
A proud, industrious, morally correct, exuberant woman and, like her husband, professionally defined
in the opening pages as working-class: a ‘Washerwoman’. Culturally interested, she has a taste for art
and children’s names, but her romantic aspirations are kept firmly in check by her husband and her
society - she decided not to call the twins her preferred ‘Roland and Nigel’ because she feared they
would be teased by other children in the area.
Like her husband, she is a comic character – shown mainly through her speech. She continually
admonishes her husband and children, is a bit of a gossip and shows very definite opinions about people
although often going off the point. Garnett uses adverbs such as ‘cried’ and ‘shouted’ frequently to
highlight how harassed and exasperated she is by those around her. Nothing makes her happier than
when her children are spoken well of by others.

Lily Rose
Lily Rose, on first glance, doesn’t have a lot in her favour. She hates her name, is stout and less
intelligent than her sister - but is physically industrious and dreams of going one step further than her
mother has by opening a steam laundry. She is a child with a heart of gold; thinking it would be an
‘excellent’, ‘brilliant’, ‘good idea’ and a ‘lovely surprise’ to iron some of her mother’s laundry - with
disastrous, though humorous, results. As the eldest, she is the child most frequently expected to look
after the others.
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Kate
What she lacks in physical beauty she gains in brains. Kate is not only the brightest person in the
Ruggle household but one of the cleverest children in the district. Garnett, through the character of
Kate, presents the difficulties faced by many poor, working-class families in having a bright child.
Confronted with the enormous expense of grammar school kit and equipment that is culturally alien
to them, Mr and Mrs Ruggles are shocked at the idea of having to spend their scarce money on
purchasing tennis racquets.
Celebrated and teased for being intelligent, Kate is rightly proud of her achievements, looks forward
to school and has very clear ambitions.

James
Disgruntled and bored by his small-town existence, he yearns for adventure, something he has only
experienced in books so far. He is a curious, imaginative child, asking questions of the environment
he lives in: ‘...watching the river was fun. Where did it come from, where did it go?’ In James,
Garnett shows the poignancy of his yearnings since the ‘...place he longed to see beyond all others...’
is Salthaven, only six miles away.

John
Loves cars and visits Otwell Castle car park in ‘the possibility of being employed to…‘mind’ one of
the cars’ as well as scavenging ‘remnants of a picnic lunch’ highlighting how hungry the children are.
Like Kate’s chapter, John’s chapter is one of the more socially telling in its commentary. His visit to
Mr and Mrs Lawrence’s house is a device to show how his life contrasts against those with wealth: he
gasps at the huge bath, has never seen a shower before and his clothes are hand-me-downs. However,
for all his lack of wealth, he is presented as a boy who can hold his own amongst people of a higher
social status, being impressively bright, determined and well-mannered.

Little Jo or Josiah
Little Jo is a daydreamer. Rather than concentrate on his school work, he prefers to think about the
next film showing at the Majestic Cinema, how he will get the money to go and how he will murder
Mr Hare, the husband of one of the cleaners at the cinema who is a mine of cinematic information and
therefore a romantic figure in Jo’s life. He has a childhood hatred of his brother, William, since he is
another obstacle to his cinema-going.

Peg
The least developed Ruggle out of all the children, she is shown innocently picking flowers. However
she is reprimanded for doing so by a policeman - a social comment by the author.

William
The youngest and bonniest of the Ruggle children, admired by many but considered a burden by his
brothers and sisters since they regularly have a duty to take care of him.
All the children possess aspirations, ideas, entrepreneurial spirit and an innocent quality that disarms
those around them.
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Setting

The setting can
• Be a backdrop to the action
• Reflect characters’ experiences
• Symbolise ideas the author wishes to convey
• Have its own culture and values
• Cause conflict and distress

Otwell-on-the-Ouse
Otwell-on-the-Ouse has pretensions in name, but in reality
is a small dismal town, rejected almost by the Ouse itself,
defined by ‘having three cinemas’ and a ‘Woolworths’ - a popular
department store. It is a functional town with ‘no green fields’ or
houses that have hedges and gardens ‘unless they walked for half an
hour’ suggesting the Ruggles lived in the poorer part of the town. It is a town where an imagined social
hierarchy exists, at least for some like Mrs Chips, the grocer’s wife, who sat away from Mr Ruggles in
church ‘...in the farthest corner of the pew so that no one by any possible chance should think they were
friends...’. The author is quick to satirise social snobbery.
Things aren’t much better at Salthaven which is a busy dockyard with a pebble rather than a sandy
beach. And yet, the pathos is that the children long to go there and enjoy it when they do.

The Ruggles’ Home
Garnett uses the Ruggles’ home to make a social comment about the living conditions of some families
in the 1930s. She shows the realities through purely observational description: ‘it is old...with a smell of
damp and drying clothes’ and references to size; repeating the words ‘small’ and ‘little’. However, she is
non-judgemental, shown in the absence of emotive adjectives. She also makes it clear that poverty does
not equal filth since ‘by Sunday [it] was as clean and tidy as any other in the Town’.

Mr and Mrs Lawrence’s House
Later in Chapter 5, Garnett uses contrast to emphasise the gap in social conditions between rich and
poor by placing John in a socially superior setting, Mr and Mrs Lawrence’s house. The differences are
quite marked and the writer uses a range of strategies to show this including:
• His reactions: ‘Coo! What a big house!...It was amazing!’
• Long sentences and long paragraphs detailing the large amount of ‘things’ that they have, especially
the toys Peter (no coincidence that he is a boy John’s age) has in one room.
• Narrating John’s thoughts of the bathroom: ‘All shiny white paint and glittery silver...’ and ‘different
from their tub in the back kitchen at home with Lily Rose’s and Kate’s soapy water’.
• His ignorance: ‘John had no idea what a shower was...’ having never seen one before.
Again, Garnett refuses to make any explicit emotional comment, but exposes the differences and lets the
reader react. Garnett also uses Peter’s birthday party at the Lawrence’s house to highlight that although
John may not be familiar with the social codes of conduct, he is actually well-mannered and better
tempered than some of the children from more privileged backgrounds.
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Structure
Structure is the order or pattern in which a novel
is put together and should
• Maintain the interest of the reader
• Move the action from one episode to the next
• Arouse a reader’s interest in character or situation
• Create a moment of crisis
• Create expectation or surprise
In the style of social commentary, the novel is structured into episodes each focusing on character
rather than plot. This structure gives the writer freedom to simply explore and present a spread of
social events and worlds and the impact these have upon a character, without necessarily having to
link one to the other, chapter to chapter.
Links do exist in the structure of the novel however, usually in the form of narrative comment and
themes. Lily Rose’s shrinking of the petticoat in Chapter 2 is referred to again in the final chapter
as is the idea of adventure, featured in Chapters 4 and 5, when Jim and John ‘pinched each other in
excitement’ because of the ‘thrilling’ day out they had had in London, ‘- something to tell the Gang
all right!’.
Garnett also manipulates structure to create a sense of poignancy. This is achieved in Chapter 4, The
Gang of the Black Hand, through the juxtaposition of ideas. Beginning the chapter by describing
the wonderful, action-packed, thrilling, exotic adventures Jim aspires to, Garnett follows this by
describing the mundaneness of his actual existence, listing it directly underneath. The contrast makes
his bitterness and position in society - where a lack of opportunity exists for him - more acute.
The chapters regarding the five older Ruggles’ children follow a similar structure:
•

detailing aspirations and showing the wonderful, though often misguided, ideas they have;

•

the enactment of these ideas - with humorous consequences;

•

and finally showing them at the hands of adults at the end of the chapter highlighting how innocent
and naive the children are.

Garnett uses this structure to emphasise that even though the children may not be the wealthiest or the
most worldly, there is no shortage of enterprise, imagination and determination.

Narrative techniques
Told in the third person, the narrative often imitates the speech of the characters: ‘Jo, on being asked,
said he didn’t rightly know...’, which makes the reader question the narrator’s intentions: Is it to
mock? Or for light-hearted, affectionate humour? Or to simply present the thoughts of the characters?
Whatever the intention, the technique makes for a chatty style of narration creating an informal tone.
Sometimes the narrator’s voice interrupts as a way of linking paragraphs, ideas and stories. Early in
the novel, Lily Rose is lamenting the trials of having such a name concluding that ‘...it might have
been worse’. The narrator promptly informs the reader, ‘It might indeed. It nearly was!’ going on to
relate, in the next paragraph, how Lily Rose’s name came to be and how she marginally missed out
on being called ‘Carnation’.
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Language
The novel has a chatty, informal style partly achieved by the way Garnett attempts to capture the
Ruggles’ dialect in her writing. When Mr and Mrs Ruggles discuss the financial concerns with sending
Kate to grammar school, Mr Ruggles states, ‘The government’ll do summat towards it’ which is later
picked up in the narration after Mrs Ruggles poses the question of what Kate will do with ‘her grand
education’: ‘Mr Ruggles said he had no idea, but was sure his Kate would choose summat sensible’.
Long paragraphs are sometimes used when Mr Ruggles speaks to show his rambling, absent-mindedness
or to highlight his lack of control over his thoughts: for example, when he is daydreaming in Chapter 1,
The Christenings. This technique is also used for humorous effect in Mrs Ruggles’ speech - showing her
never stopping for breath, either through an outburst of emotion or when gossiping as seen in Chapter
6, The Baby Show.
Lots of long, list-like sentences are evident in the novel. These are either divided by commas or the
conjunction ‘and’ and are used for a number of purposes:

•
		

to briefly whizz through the action (as seen in Chapter 1 when the narrator describes when the
pre-children Ruggles went on ‘An-excursion-to-London’)

•

to show anxiety (when Lily Rose explains to Mrs Beaseley how she shrank her petticoat)

•

to show calamity (when Kate is trying to get dressed in the dark in Chapter 3)

•

to show mundaneness (at the beginning of Chapter 4, when the narrator describes James 		
reflecting upon his typical, lacklustre day)

		

•

to show the detail and extravagance of what the Lawrences have got in Chapter 5

•

and finally, to show Mr and Mrs Ruggles bickering in the opening of Chapter 3.

Ellipses are a punctuation device often used in the novel and for a variety of reasons: to show worry,
thought and anxiety; to show the characters drifting off into a daydream; to excitedly recap an
adventurous day; or to show interruptions, delays and frustrations as seen later in the novel when the
photographer from the newspaper attempts to take a picture of the Ruggles family. The use of ellipses
as a technique adds an informal quality to the writing, reinforcing the chatty style.
Capital letters are used to evoke what other people have said and that it must have some importance,
for example in Chapter 4, The Gang of the Black Hand, James realises ‘..the chief necessity was for
Absolute Silence...’ and not to ‘...breathe One Solitary Word about what he had seen’ when reflecting
on the Gang.
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Special feature
Humour
Humour plays a large part in
‘The Family from One End Street’
and Garnett uses a range of
strategies to deploy it.

Character
In the presentation of Mr and Mrs Ruggles, Eve Garnett creates two comic characters and every time
they appear, the reader expects some comedy to arise as a result.
Mr Ruggles is a man with a dream of one day owning a pig and ‘being a dustman’, even though he
is one already, suggesting he probably doesn’t do it very well or doesn’t put much effort into it. His
mind is apt to wander and goes off at a tangent during the church service; instead of engaging in the
word and world of God, ‘...his mind was busy with other things...’. One sentence is devoted to his
newly arrived twin boys and the next two pages to his ‘gardening corner’, ‘the Pig Question’ and
his Sunday dinner. The juxtaposition of the solemnity of what he should be thinking about and the
frivolity of what he’s actually thinking about creates humour as does the weighting of his thoughts his twin boys do not seem to compete with a good Sunday dinner!
Mrs Ruggles’ humour comes from the long speeches she frequently delivers, hardly pausing for
breath and full of flavourful opinion, outbursts and exclamations. This is particularly highlighted in
Chapter 6, The Baby Show.

Situations
Garnett also includes ridiculous situations to add humour to the novel: James finding himself in a
huge clay pipe surrounded by French sailors as he attempts to seek adventure as a stowaway, or Mr
Ruggles wanting to feed his youngest child dog biscuits to bring on the teething process.

Exaggeration
The repetition of the word ‘shrinking’ when Lily Rose ruins a client’s petticoat with a hot iron creates
humour as does comparing the end result to a doll’s dress. Little Jo’s exaggeration that ‘he might be
dead by then’ when he finds out he may have to wait another week to see a film is humorous since it
is typical of a child. Jo also causes humour through revulsion when, once hidden in a box, he takes
out his sticky buns which are now ‘covered with hairs and fluff’ but still eats one and thinks ‘it tasted
all right.’

Narrator
The narrator often mimics the speech patterns of the characters to create humour, giving the reader
insight into the character’s thoughts.
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Activities
for
children

Debate

Before reading

Ideas for getting started
Engaging with the world of the novel

Is it better to be a child now than in the 1930s?
What does the word ‘childhood’ mean to you?
What’s the housing like in your area? Would you change it?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of a large family?
What do you think of the current education system? Is it fair?
Could you think of a better one?

1930’s Britain

What would it have been like to be a child at this time?
What were the slums of London or other cities/towns like?
What age did children leave school?
What was a scholarship?
What’s a ‘Bag Wash’? How did Dustmen in the 1930s used to work?
When and why did the welfare system start in Britain?

Pictures and
objects
Look at a range of photos of the London slums in the inter-war period. What clues
do you have to the way people lived, what they wore, relationships within the family and
with neighbours? What questions do the pictures prompt you to ask?
Compare images of slum areas around the world today. Do any seem better or worse?
What are the effects of living in a slum area - on the people who live in them and for
society as a whole? Is it possible to move out of a slum area?
Display Eve Garnett’s illustrations for the novel: what do you think the novel is going
to be about? What can you infer about character? Setting? Genre?

Facts

Find out about Eve Garnett.
Did she write any other books?
What influenced Eve Garnett to write this novel?
How was ‘The Family from One End Street’ different
from other children’s novels of the time?
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During reading

Stopping places

1

Developing understanding of narrative and literary techniques

Read to the end of Chapter 1
The Christenings
Focus on...

• First impressions of the novel

Things to discuss
Narrative: How do you think the narrator feels about the Ruggles as a family?
What does the narrator think about where they live?
Character: What’s your initial impression of Jo and Rosie Ruggles?
Do you think the Ruggles are ‘Victorian’ to have so many children?
What do you think some of the themes of the novel might be?
Plot: What’s your response to the first chapter? Is it a novel you think you will enjoy?
Humour: Did any parts of the first chapter make you smile or laugh? Why? Was it
something said, a situation or a character’s actions?
Language: What type of adjectives does the writer use to describe the Ruggles’ house?
Why does she do this? What is she trying to emphasise?

You could...
Create a ‘usual suspects’ height chart for display with all the Ruggles children, in age
order, lined up against it. Write down everything you learn, infer or deduce about them
against the character. Keep adding to the display as you read the novel.
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2

Read to the end of Chapter 3
Kate is Eleven-Plus – and Minus!
Focus on...

• The presentation of Lily Rose and Kate
• The narrator’s style
• Education for children in the 1930s

Things to discuss
Character: What kind of information does the writer provide about Lily
Rose and Kate?
Do you learn anything of their inner life or is it just factual description?
What do you think of Lily Rose and Kate’s career ambitions?
Is one more likely to attain their dream over the other? Why?
How would you describe their relationship?
Does it remind you of any other sibling relationships?
Narrative: What do you think of the narrator? Why does she mimic the
speech patterns of the characters in her own narration? How does it make
you feel about the characters as a result? Do you learn anymore about
them? Does it add anything to the style of the narration?
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3

Read to the end of Chapter 5
The Adventure of the Parked Car
Focus on...

• John and James’ characters
• The contrast in settings
• The theme of poverty and aspirations

Things to discuss
Theme: How are John and James presented?
What do you think of John and James’ dreams and ambitions?
How would you describe their relationship?
How did you feel when the narrator informed you that ‘nothing did happen
to Jim’?
Do the four older children you have met so far have anything in common?
Setting: Why do you think the author temporarily places John and James in
a different setting?
How do the settings differ to the one they are used to?
Structure: How has the author structured the last four chapters? What do
they have in common? Why has the author done this? How does it make
you feel about the characters? About the novel?

You could...
List the themes that have arisen in the novel so far and put them in order of
importance, explaining your decisions.
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4

Read to the end of Chapter 8
What Mr Ruggles Found
Focus on...

• Little Jo, Mr and Mrs Ruggles
• Use of language to create a sense of speed
• The theme of money

Things to discuss
Character: Chapter 6, The Baby Show, opens with a very one-sided
conversation between Mrs Ruggles and Mrs Mullet, with Mrs Ruggles
having the most to say. Why has the writer done this? How does it add to
the presentation of Mrs Ruggles?
Character: How would you describe Mrs Ruggles?
What does Chapter 6 tell you about the way the Ruggles family are regarded
by others?
How is Little Jo presented in Chapter 7?
Do you like him?
What do you think of his idea? Have you ever done anything like this?
What more do you learn about Mr Ruggles in Chapter 8?
How do you feel about Mr Ruggles’ decision to hand back the money he
found rather than keep it?
Theme: Why does Mrs Ruggles always mention money in her conversations?
What does it tell you about their situation?

You could...
Look at how a sense of speed is created in Mr Wilkins’ speech. Our only
impression of Mr Wilkins is through what he says, so what do you deduce
about him? What do you imagine him looking like? How do you imagine
his tone of voice? Imagine you are an actor and have to play Mr Wilkins.
How would you read his words to convey a sense of his character?
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5

Read to the end of the novel
Focus on...

• How the novel ends
• Your response to the novel as a whole

Things to discuss
Character: Do you approve of the Ruggles?
If you had the chance to find out what happened to one of the characters
after the novel finished, which one would you choose?
Is there a ‘type’ of character in the novel the author wants you to dislike?
The Story: Did you enjoy reading the novel?
What did you think of the ending?
Setting: How many settings are there?
What’s the point of each setting?
Which setting is used the most? Why?
Are there any conflicts within or between the settings?
Language: What words are associated with each character and what does
it reveal about them?
Why are long paragraphs sometimes used when Mr and Mrs Ruggles speak?
What does it say about their characters?
Garnett uses lots of long sentences divided by commas or the conjunction
‘and’. Collect examples of these and decide what different effects they have.
Do you notice any other punctuation trademarks of the writer? What effect
do they have on you as a reader?
Narrative: How important was the narrator to the story telling?
Who did the narrator side with? Did you side with the same characters?
How might the story have been different if it had been told by one of the
character’s point of view?
Structure: Are there any patterns in the way the book is structured?
What do most chapters begin by telling the reader?
What do the chapter endings have in common?
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After reading

Soap opera

Create & imagine

Developing a personal response to the novel

Develop ideas for three mini episodes of a new TV soap opera
with characters that are somehow linked. Each episode could
focus on an individual character and explore their personal story.
The characters could be friends, family, live in the same town or
go to the same school.

Dreams of the future

‘Her great ambition was to own a laundry too...a real steam one
where she would walk about and tell dozens of girls in white
overalls how to work.’
Lily Rose had very vivid ideas about how she would be when she
was older. In the same way, describe your own dreams and ambitions
picturing your future self. Prepare a speech, dramatic monologue or
poem and perform it to an audience.

Growing up

The smell of laundry and warm, sun-dried clothes…
Playing on a beach, wriggling your toes in the sand…
Your first ever birthday party…
There are lots of nostalgic ‘moments’ in the novel. Make a list of your own
early sensory memories of childhood. Create a poem based on your strongest
recollections, entitled ‘Growing up’ or ‘Memories of Childhood’.

Stand-up
comedian
What events do you find funny? Share examples
within class of family stories, films, TV shows or
comedians that you have found amusing. Compare
your selection to comedy from the past such as Laurel
and Hardy or Charlie Chaplin who were popular
in the 1930s. Write a script or improvise your own
humorous sketch and act out for an audience.
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Memorable quotes
‘My word!’ she exclaimed directly she saw him, ‘whatever have
you been and done to yourself! I never see such a bump in my life –
fetch me a bit of marg. Lily Rose – I can’t waste butter on him!’
Kids or not, it seemed the Ruggles twins were going to have
summat to tell the Gang all right!
‘I has my hands in water every day,’ she would say, ‘and now I’m
going to give my feet a turn!’
In spite of a wife and seven children Mr Ruggles was a very
contented sort of man.
Heavens! How many babies! Babies in every direction! Fat and thin,
dark and fair, plain and beautiful, crying and placid! ‘And they say
the birthrate’s going down!’ said Mrs Ruggles to herself. ‘Well, it
don’t look like it to me – not in Otwell, anyway.’
On the holiday morning the twins were so quiet and well behaved
at breakfast, that Mrs Ruggles looked suspiciously at them once or
twice, and wondered whether it was Mischief or Measles.
‘I’m fed up,’ said Jim. ‘Nuffing ever happens like in books. I expect I’ll
stay in Otwell till I die.’

The train gathered speed, Uncle Charlie
stopped running; Mrs Ruggles leant out for
a last wave, then turning to her husband,
she answered, ‘ The End of a Perfect Day,
dearie,’ and kissed him on the nose!

‘The Family from One End Street’ was the most successful and
enduring of Garnett’s novels, beating Tolkien’s ‘The Hobbit’
to win the Carnegie Medal for Children’s Literature in 1937.
‘This beloved book was ground-breaking for being the first
British children’s book to depict the everyday lives of normal
working-class kids.’
Danica, Goodreads
‘…two parents, seven children – all rendered equally lively
and interesting but all utterly different from each other, and
all utterly real.’
Lucy Mangan, The Guardian
‘A sweet story of a working-class family of seven children
growing up in a small British town in the late 1930s. Life is
filled with small worries and adventures...and plenty of love
and laughter. A great look at a simpler world.’
Jenn Lynn, Goodreads
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